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Abstract. Aiming at filling system health monitoring, the health monitoring type partition based on the data
level fusion is studied. The health monitoring type is mainly divided into two parts, fusion-threshold
monitoring based on single sensor data and fusion monitoring based on multi-sensor data of the same type. On
this basis, Single sensor fusion monitoring based on RTS-TA algorithm and Multi-sensor fusion monitoring
based on improved weighted fusion algorithm are designed. For multi-sensor data fusion, the fusion schemes
are designed respectively according to the different situation whether the initial accuracy is known or not.

1 Introduction
Test and launch ground system is mainly in charge of the
spaceport ground facilities. To make a statistical of 70
typical failures during a period of test and launch ground
system, which is shown as Fig. 1. During these failures,
there are 48 ground facilities equipment failures
(including software failures), 68.6% of all. And during
the ground facilities equipment failures, the number of
filling system failures is 25, accounting for more than
half of all the equipment failures.

Figure 1. Statistical data of test and launch ground system
typical failures

At the same time, as the propellant filling is often
done before the launch within 24 hours. In this time, all
the systems in the carrier rocket are in standby state.
Whether the filling process can be completed accurately
and safely within the given time or not, will directly
affect the launch process. Once the filling failure appears,
the loss is immeasurable. So the propellant filling is a key
link in the process of launch site filling, and filling

system is an important part of launch site ground
equipments. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out the
research on filling system health monitoring.
In order to complete the health monitoring of simple
components such as tank, storage tank, valve and pipeline
of filling system, the data information of pressure,
temperature, liquid level and pipeline flow is collected.
And the threshold discrimination is used for the health
monitoring. The interior environment of filling system is
very complex, so the single sensor test may be not useful
because of the test or transmission errors. In this
condition, it’s difficult to guarantee the accuracy of the
health monitoring for the appropriate component. To
reduce the false alarm rate, the setting of threshold value
is usually relatively broad compared with the normal
components state. But in many cases, although the sensor
component state information didn’t exceed the threshold
value, the component state has already been in a state of
degradation in fact. In another word, person can conclude
that the threshold value of monitoring method is not
sensitive to the state of the component degradation.
In order to solve the problem of the low reliability of
health monitoring for the threshold monitoring
components of filling system, some sensors of the same
type can be set up, which are used to monitor the
component state at the same time. Adopting the data level
fusion algorithm from information fusion technology to
fusion the multi-sensors information, which can reduce
the risk brought by he sensor test or transmission fault,
and effectively improve the reliability and accuracy of
component threshold monitoring.
In order to solve the difficult problem of threshold
type component status deterioration monitoring of filling
system, the forecasting technology is introduced into this
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paper, and single-sensor test information is used for the
fusion in time dimension to finish the component predict
health monitoring. Based on the state of a certain time
period before the actual test information, the predict
value of the time can be received. Using some rule to
complete the predict value judgment, to make sure
whether there is a clear prediction value mutation and
whether the data can constitute an exception. For the
anomaly data trends has been obtained, the state
monitoring of component deterioration can be got based
on some rules.
In summary, the health monitoring program for filling
system based on data level fusion is designed in this
paper.

The health monitoring type
based on the data level fusion

Fusion-threshold monitoring
based on single sensor data

Fusion monitoring based on
multi-sensor data of the same type

Threshold monitoring
˄Aiming at Tank liquid
level information˅

To improve the
fusion accuracy
(Aiming at Filling
pump temperature,
current
information)

Figure 2. Statistical data of test and launch ground system
typical failures

2 The health monitoring type partition
based on the data level fusion

3 Single sensor fusion monitoring based
on RTS-TA algorithm

The filling system health monitoring based on data level
fusion technology can be divided into two types, one of
them is fusion-threshold monitoring based on single
sensor data and another one is fusion monitoring based
on multi-sensor data of the same type.
Typically, the former has the high precision for sensor,
and the threshold value is often set broader. In another
conversation, when the parameters can be monitored for
the same plurality of sensors, sensor accuracy
requirement is general. At this time, in order to make sure
that the monitoring information can truly reflect the
actual health status of the component which is monitored,
the multi-sensor data should be used.

At present, the health monitoring of some components in
filling system still adopts manual testing and
interpretation, therefore, it is necessary to add more
operating positions and test personals. The increasing
number of personnel and position adds the probability of
the occurrence of malfunction caused by human factor,
which brings harm to the implementation of the filling
task. At the same time, the sensitivity of the artificial
interpretation of health monitoring method for the sudden
malfunction is poor, and the test efficiency is also
relatively low. Therefore, by fusing the test data of the
part state before the current moment and basing on
prediction model, conducting the automatic prediction
and interpretation for the status data in the follow-up
unknown time is significant to the health monitoring for
the threshold monitoring components of filling system.
For the single sensor threshold monitoring, when the
component state testing parameters are not yet exceeds a
threshold, the prediction way to identify abnormal data,
to analysis the trend of abnormal data, to complete the
component state deterioration monitoring is adopted.
Time series analysis is a process based on the data
information acquired of the present moment. It will
analysis the inherent characteristics between data
information, the relationship between data information
and system disturbance, then establish a prediction model
and predict the unknown data of the future unknown[1].
AR (p) model is one of the most widely used models in
data prediction based on time series analysis. This model
can be used to predict time series data when the data is
stable, normal and zero mean. However, when using AR
(p) model to predict the data, it is usually not predicted
accurately and is pulled ahead for a few steps. Therefore,
many scholars proposed using some algorithms and
models to optimize the existing data before predicting
and modelling for the data. Common optimization
algorithms are such as neural network, support vector
machine, genetic algorithm, particle swarm algorithm, ant
colony algorithm and so on. The optimization algorithms
above usually require large training sets, there are some
shortcomings, such as local minimum, over learning and
lack of theoretical guidance. It is difficult to adapt to real-

2.1 Fusion-threshold monitoring based on single
sensor data
Because of the physical constraints, some critical
information of certain components in filling system can
not meet (or not meet yet) the monitoring condition. In
this conversation, the single sensor threshold monitoring
type can be used only. The test data of a single sensor can
be fused in time dimension, and the component health
monitoring can be achieved by setting some judgment
rule.
2.2 Fusion monitoring based on multi-sensor
data of the same type
In order to collect the exact critical monitoring
information of some components in filling system, such
as the temperature, the pressure, the flow and the current
information of the filling pump or the temperature, the
level of propellant, multiple sensors will be set.
Usually, it can be divided into two parts. Aiming at
the propellant level information, the health state can be
monitored by threshold monitoring type. Aiming at the
temperature and current information of the filling pump,
the accuracy of the information collection can be
improved based on multiple sensor data fusion.
The health monitoring type partition based on the data
level fusion is shown as Fig. 2.
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time requirements and is not suitable for long-term data
monitoring. The literature [2] proposed to apply Roll
Time Series (RTS) algorithm for multi-step prediction of
the condition monitoring data, using the latest predictive
value continually to replace the data which first entered
the prediction model, then conduct real-time correction to
the prediction model parameters and improve the
accuracy of the multi-step prediction.
In order to reduce the false alarm rate, the setting of
threshold, combining with its own characteristics of the
components to be monitored, is generally broader with
respect to the normal component parameters for fusion
threshold monitoring based on single sensor data. This
mode of setting leads that, in some cases, although sensor
test data has not yet exceeded the threshold, the trend of
components’ status monitoring information show that
their health status has been degraded. It means that single
sensor threshold monitoring isn’t sensitive to the state
deterioration or minor faults. When the component state
parameter exceeds the threshold value, it usually
indicates that an irreversible serious fault of the
component is already happening.
When the component is normal, its condition
monitoring parameter changes smoothly. By constructing
some prediction model, a high-precision multi-step
prediction of subsequent unknown parameters can be
implemented. When the component state begins to
degenerate, the state monitoring information will show a
trend. This trend will break the autocorrelation of the
condition monitoring information before and after, and
get an inaccurate prediction result after the deteriorating
state moment. Therefore, the method based on prediction
can detect the deterioration of components state. And the
occurrence of fault (or serious fault) can be avoided by
take timely measures.
As the setting of threshold value is on the basis of
comprehensive theoretical analysis and expert experience,
its accuracy and reliability are high. In order to identify
predicted outliers sensitively, the decision condition of in
predictive algorithm is usually more demanding, and lead
to that some normal state data is determined to be outliers.
In fact, only the outliers with the presence of "close to
trend" can be judged as a true exception. Based on the
foregoing analysis, in order to meet the real-time,
accuracy, high efficiency and other needs of priming
system component health monitoring, this paper,
combining the rapidity of AR (p) model with the
accuracy of rolling algorithm and the analysis of the trend
of data, proposes a kind of "rolling time series - trend
analysis" (RTS-TA) algorithm. First, identifies the
abnormal data of component state monitoring on the basis
of the RTS algorithm. Then, analyses the trend of
abnormal data. When abnormal data trend meet certain
setting conditions, it means that an abnormal event has
occurred, namely that component state appears
deterioration.

With the rapid development of information processing
technology and computer technology, multi-sensor
information fusion technology has received widespread
attention in the remote sensing detection, intelligent
transportation, fault diagnosis, pattern recognition and
other fields and also has made many achievements[3-6].
Using multiple sensors to measure and integration the
same parameter can significantly eliminate the negative
consequences of sensor uncertainty and external
disturbance noise and generate more accurate reliable test
values than a single sensor [7-9]. Among them, the data
fusion method based on weighted fusion, has high
precision without a priori knowledge about the
measurement data in the process of integration and fusion,
and has a widely attention becaese of its optimal,
unbiased and minimum mean square error (mse). How to
make a good use of weighted fusion algorithm ,the key
part is to determine the weights of each sensor data for
the data fusion.
When the rocket filling system is performing filling
task, The filling accuracy should be higher than 1%.
Especially in the filling taskof low temperature filling
system, the low temperature propellant of liquid
hydrogen or liquid oxygen susceptible to loss. When a
large number of gas accumulated in the pipeline, it is
very easy to cause a measure error of flow sensor, which
can reduce the accuracy of sensor monitoring data and
quantitative calculation, and bring hidden trouble for the
execution of filling task. In addition, the document [10]
pointed out that the failure of measurement device and
sensor in filling system is a kind of failure mode which is
not dllowed to ignore. Therefore, to conduct the same
type multi-sensor data fusion technology research also
has important practical significance. The present research
condition of the same type multisensor data weighting
fusion algorithm is summarized and analyzed, and an
improved weighted fusion algorithm considering the
sensor initial accuracy is proposed. The fixed distance
evidence in evidence theory is introduced into the data
fusion weight value calculation, which is used for the
weighted fusion of multi-sensor.
According to three different conditions, the improved
weighted fusion algorithm model can be divided into the
following three parts, which is shown as Fig. 3:
1) The sensor initial accuracy is known;
2) The sensor initial accuracy is unknown, but can
be calculated through the actual measurement
data. Using the actual measurement data to
calculate sensors accuracy also need to meet the
following requirements:
(1) The state of the object under test in a long
period of time domain basic will not change, and
it meets (or approximate meets) the static
measurement condition;
(2) The number of measured data which are used
for calculating is enough, usually more than 20;
3) The sensor initial accuracy is unknown, and also
cannot be calculated through the actual
measurement data. In this case, regardless of the
sensor precision, only to adaptive weighted
fusion based on actual measurement data.

4 Multi-sensor fusion monitoring based
on improved weighted fusion
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Three different conditions of
the improved weighted fusion
algorithm model

2) Calculate the average distance between
measurement data i and all the other measurement data
based on d[c ]i , j , and person can get d[c ]i
d[ c ]i 

The sensor initial
accuracy is unknown

The sensor initial
accuracy is known

1 n
 d[c]i, j
n  1 j 1

i, j  1, 2,

(2)

,n

3) Calculate the weight value for the fusion data based
on all the measurement data at the current moment, and
person can get w[c ]i
The actual measurement
accuracy of sensors
can be calculated

The actual measurement
accuracy of sensors
can not be calculated

w[ c ]i  (

Figure 3. Three different conditions of the improved weighted
fusion algorithm model
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4) When the initial accuracy of the sensors are already
known or the measurement accuracy can be calculated,
person can get the final weight value wi based on
measurement weight w[c ]i and fixed weight. w[ g ]i . If the

Suppose there are n homogeneous sensors to measure
an object (this paper considers only homogeneous sensor).
The initial accuracy of these n sensors are respectively
12 ,  22 , ,  n2 . The true value of the test object state is X,
each sensor measurement data are respectively x1 , x1 , , xn ,

initial accuracy of the sensor is unknown and also can’t
be calculated, make measurement weight to be the final
weight value.
Among them, the fixed weight value calculation is
divided into the following two cases:
(1) The initial accuracy of the sensors are already
known
In this case, person can get the fixed weight of each
measurement data based on initial accuracy of each
sensor

the measurement data aevrage is x , the estimate data


after fusion is x . The sensor can complete measurements
alone, and the distribution of measurement data are
independent of each other's condition.
According to the above three conditions, the
improvement weighted fusion algorithm model is
designed, which mainly includes the following steps,
which is shown as Fig. 4:

n

1

w[ g ]i 

Calculate the distance
between measurement data i
and measurement data j

 i2

1


i 1

i  1, 2,

2
i

(4)

,n

Calculate the average distance
between measurement data i and
all the other measurement data

(2) The initial accuracy of the sensors are unknown
but the calculation conditions are met
Colecting the historical measurement data about
sensor i, and in this paper person define the number as 20.
The historical measurement data are respectively
xi ( j ) (i  1, 2, , n; j  1, 2, , 20) . The average data of the 20

Calculate the weight
Value for the fusion data

historical measurement data is x[ls ]i , then the measurement
accuracy of the sensor  [2c ]i can be calculated, and then
the fixed weight of each measurement data w[ g ]i can be

The initial accuracy of the
sensors are already known

calculated

The initial accuracy of the
sensors are already unknown

x[ls ]i 
Calculate the fixed weight of each
measurement data based on
initial accuracy of each sensor

Calculate the
measurement accuracy
of the sensor

Make the fixed weight
as the final weight

Calculate the final weight
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Figure 4. The improvement weighted fusion algorithm model
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5) Then person can get the final fusion value x based
on the weighted fusion of each measurement data using
the final weight wi

1) Calculating the distance between measurement data
i and measurement data j based on fixed evidence
distance, and person can get d[c ]i , j
2
i

(5)

,n

i 1
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5 Conclusion

4.

This paper has made a study of the health monitoring
classification based on data level fusion, which are
mainly divided into fusion-threshold monitoring based on
single sensor data and fusion monitoring based on multisensor data of the same type. Aimming at single sensor
data fusion-threshold monitoring, a kind of "rolling time
series - trend analysis" (RTS-TA) algorithm based on
A(R) model has been proposed. Aimming at fusion
monitoring based on multi-sensor data of the same type,
an improved weighted fusion algorithm considering the
sensor initial accuracy is designed, which is divided into
two parts: The sensor initial accuracy is known or
unknown.
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